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Mice with an inactivated GABAA receptor b3 subunit gene have
features of Angelman syndrome, including absence-like sei-
zures. This suggests the occurrence of abnormal hypersyn-
chrony in the thalamocortical system. Within the thalamus, the
efficacy of inhibitory synapses between thalamic reticular (RE)
neurons is selectively compromised, and thalamic oscillations
in vitro are prolonged and lack spatial phase gradients (Hunts-
man et al., 1999). Here we used computational models to
examine how intra-RE inhibition regulates intrathalamic oscilla-
tions. A major effect is an abbreviation of network responses,
which is caused by long-lasting intra-RE inhibition that shunts
recurrent excitatory input. In addition, differential activation of
RE cells desynchronizes network activity. Near the slice center,
where many cells are initially activated, there is a resultant high
level of intra-RE inhibition. This leads to RE cell burst truncation

in the central region and a gradient in the timing of thalamo-
cortical cell activity similar to that observed in vitro. Although
RE cell burst durations were shortened by this mechanism,
there was very little effect on the times at which RE cells began
to burst. The above results depended on widespread stimuli
that activated RE cells in regions larger than the diameter of
intra-RE connections. By contrast, more focal stimuli could
elicit oscillations that lasted several cycles and remained con-
fined to a small region. These results suggest that intra-RE
inhibition restricts intrathalamic activity to particular spatiotem-
poral patterns to allow focal recurrent activity that may be
relevant for normal thalamocortical function while preventing
widespread synchronization as occurs in seizures.
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The thalamus participates in a wide range of thalamocortical
oscillations, including 7–14 Hz sleep spindles (Steriade et al.,
1993). Spindle activity occurs in the thalamus of decorticated cats
(Morison and Basset, 1945) and in thalamic slices (von Krosigk et
al., 1993; Huguenard and Prince, 1994a; Bal et al., 1995a,b; Kim
et al., 1995), but not in cortex that has been disconnected from
thalamus (Burns, 1950), suggesting that the thalamus plays an
important role in generating the spindle rhythm.

Several experimental observations suggest that reciprocal in-
hibitory connections between thalamic reticular (RE) neurons
regulate thalamic spindle oscillations and prevent hypersynchrony
characteristic of some epilepsies. The anti-absence drug clonaz-
epam may function by enhancing GABAA connections between
RE cells, thereby reducing the output of RE cells to thalamocor-
tical (TC) cells (Huguenard and Prince, 1994b). Additional evi-
dence comes from mice lacking the b3 subunit of the GABAA

receptor. Knock-out of the b3 subunit reduces the strength and
duration of GABAA synapses between RE cells without affecting
those from RE to TC cells (Huntsman et al., 1999). This highly
selective change has important consequences for intrathalamic
oscillations elicited by stimulation of internal capsule in vitro
(Hunstman et al., 1999). First, oscillations last much longer in
thalamic slices from knock-out (b3

2/2) mice than in those from
wild-type (b3

1/1) animals. Second, phase differences between TC
cell activity at different locations along knock-out slices are neg-

ligible. In wild-type slices by contrast, phase differences between
TC cell activity at different locations grow with distance. The
phase lags observed in wild-type slices are at least an order of
magnitude larger than those in knock-out slices. These in vitro
findings may help to explain why b3

2/2 knock-out mice have
many features of Angelman syndrome, including seizures (Ho-
manics et al., 1997; DeLorey et al., 1998).

Here we used computational models to evaluate mechanisms by
which intact intra-RE inhibition could produce these differences
between oscillations in wild-type and knock-out slices. We then
studied how these mechanisms depend on the strength, kinetics,
and spatial organization of intra-RE inhibition. Finally, we ex-
plore the functional consequences of these mechanisms for in-
trathalamic activity. Our findings suggest that particular proper-
ties of intra-RE inhibition, such as its slow decay, enable it to
restrict intrathalamic activity to particular spatiotemporal pat-
terns and thus prevent epileptiform activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model neurons. We studied a network model that included 400 TC and
400 RE neurons. Models for both types of neurons were presented in an
earlier study (Sohal and Huguenard, 1998). Each neuron was modeled as
a single compartment. VT and VR, the membrane potentials of TC and
RE cells, respectively, evolved according to:

CmV̇T 5 2gL~VT 2 EL! 2 IT 2 Ih 2 IK 2 INa 2 IGABAA~TC!, (1)

CmV̇R 5 2gL~VR 2 EL! 2 ITs 2 IK 2 INa 2 IAM PA 2 IGABAA~RE!, (2)

where the specific capacitance of the membrane, Cm, equals 1 mF/cm 2, gL
is the leak conductance, EL is the reversal potential of the leak current,
IT and ITs are low-threshold calcium currents, Ih is the hyperpolarization-
activated cation current, IK and INa are the potassium and sodium
currents underlying action potentials, IGABA-A(TC) and IGABA-A(RE) are
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the IPSCs mediated by GABAA receptors on TC and RE cells, respec-
tively, and IAMPA is the EPSC mediated by AMPA receptors. We did not
include intrathalamic GABAB receptor-mediated currents, because they
are extremely weak in mice (Warren et al., 1997), and GABAA antago-
nists essentially abolish intrathalamic oscillations in mice (M. Huntsman
and J. Huguenard, unpublished observations). Parameters and kinetics of
intrinsic currents are described in Appendix A. The total membrane area
was 29,000 mm 2 for TC cells and 14,260 mm 2 for RE cells.

Synaptic currents. AMPA currents followed a first-order activation
scheme, such that each presynaptic action potential activated half of the
unoccupied postsynaptic receptors at that synapse. In simulations,
AMPA currents rose with a time constant of 0.5 msec and decayed with
a time constant of 5.6 msec. The reversal potential for AMPA currents
was 0 mV.

GABAA currents followed a similar first-order activation scheme.
Based on intracellular recordings at 24°C in mouse RE cells (Huntsman
et al., 1999), GABAA currents always rose rapidly (trise 5 0.5 msec in all
cells) but decayed at different rates in different cells (tdecay 5 75.8 msec
in wild-type cells, tdecay 5 25.7 msec in knock-out cells, and tdecay 5 8.2
msec in all TC cells). Rise and decay times of GABAA currents were
temperature-corrected using a Q10 of 2.2 (M. Huntsman and J. Huguen-
ard, unpublished data). The reversal potential for GABAA synapses was
the same as the average RE cell rest potential, consistent with the mainly
shunting function of GABAA currents in RE cells (Sanchez-Vives et al.,
1997; Ulrich and Huguenard, 1997).

Network architecture. As in earlier studies (Sohal and Huguenard,
1998), the network had a one-dimensional architecture with neurons
distributed evenly along a straight line in two layers (one layer consists of
RE cells, the other of TC cells). The network models a slice 1 mm in
length, i.e., the distance between adjacent model cells corresponds to 5
mm along a thalamic slice. We used reflexive boundary conditions, so a
neuron at position zero is at the center, not the edge, of the model slice.

Based on anatomical evidence that connections between RE and TC
cells are topographic (Mitrofanis and Guillery, 1993; Agmon et al., 1995;
but see Jones, 1985), earlier studies have defined connectivity using step
functions, so that a TC cell located at position x contacts all RE cells
within some radius of position x and vice versa (Destexhe et al., 1996a;
Destexhe, 1998; Bazhenov et al., 1998a; Sohal and Huguenard, 1998).
Many of these models defined their scaling laws by fixing the total
postsynaptic conductance on each cell. Thus, as the number of model
cells in the network increases, the relative influence of each presynaptic
cell on a single postsynaptic cell decreases. This makes it difficult to
reproduce the return excitation that occurs in an RE cell after that
individual cell has been stimulated by intracellular current injection
(Huguenard and Prince, 1994a; Bal et al., 1995b). To avoid this problem,
we made the connections from RE to TC cells and those from TC to RE
cells “sparse”, e.g., each RE cell received connections from a random
subset of TC cells. A distance-dependent Gaussian distribution specified
the probability of contact between a particular TC cell and a particular
RE cell, and we insured that every presynaptic cell made the same
number of connections and that every postsynaptic cell received the same
number of connections. In this way, we both preserved the topography of
connections between TC and RE cells and made individual connections
between RE and TC cells relatively strong.

Connections f rom TC cells to RE cells. Retrograde labeling suggests
that the axons of mouse TC cells from different barreloids remain well
segregated in the thalamic reticular nucleus and that the axonal arboriza-
tion from a single barreloid has a radius ,50 mm in the thalamic reticular
nucleus (Agmon et al., 1995). TC cells appear to make synaptic contacts
on the somata of RE cells (Ide, 1982), but even if TC cells do contact the
dendritic arbors of RE cells, these arbors typically have radii ,100 mm
(Scheibel and Scheibel, 1966; Spreafico et al., 1991; Lübke, 1993; Cox et
al., 1996). Based on these observations, the five RE cells postsynaptic to
a TC cell were drawn from a distance-dependent Gaussian distribution.
This distribution had a SD of 50 mm and was centered at the location of
the TC cell. The total postsynaptic AMPA conductance on each RE cell
was g#AMPA 5 0.2 mS (however the fraction of activated AMPA receptors
never exceeded 0.3, corresponding to an effective maximum conductance
of 60 nS).

Connections f rom RE cells to TC cells. We followed the approach of
earlier studies (Sohal and Huguenard, 1998) to account for heterogeneity
in the anatomical (Cox et al., 1996) and physiological (Cox et al., 1997)
properties of projections from RE to TC cells. We included two sets of
connections from each RE cell to TC cells, to represent diffuse, “tickler”
connections, and stronger “cluster” connections (Pinault and Deschenes,

1998). The conductance postsynaptic to each tickler connection was
weaker than that postsynaptic to each cluster connection by a factor of
0.037, to account for the smaller postsynaptic currents elicited by and the
greater failure rate of tickler synapses (Cox et al., 1997). However, a
combination of anatomical (Cox et al., 1996) and physiological (Cox et
al., 1997) evidence suggests that each TC cell receives many more tickler
connections than cluster connections (for discussion, see Sohal and
Huguenard, 1998). For this reason, each RE cell projected to 80 TC cells
via tickler connections but only five TC cells via cluster connections.
Postsynaptic TC cells were drawn from distance-dependent Gaussian
distributions centered at the location of the RE cell. The SD of the
distribution of TC cells postsynaptic to tickler connections was 200 mm,
whereas TC cells postsynaptic to cluster connections were drawn from a
distribution with a SD of 50 mm. In all the simulations we report, the total
GABAA conductance on a single TC cell, postsynaptic to both tickler and
cluster connections, was 0.2 mS (however, in wild-type networks, the
fraction of activated receptors never exceeded 0.2, corresponding to an
effective maximum conductance of 40 nS). Significantly smaller conduc-
tances were insufficient to sustain network activity, and conductances
that were twice as large produced results qualitatively similar to those
reported here.

Connections between RE cells. Connections between RE cells are not
required to simulate intrathalamic oscillations (Sohal and Huguenard,
1998), although they do modulate such activity. Thus, unlike individual
synapses from RE to TC cells, individual synapses between RE cells do
not need to be strong. For this reason, connections between RE cells
were not sparse. Instead, each RE cell contacted other RE cells within a
radius of 350 mm (Sanchez-Vives et al., 1997). The strengths of connec-
tions to one RE cell had a Gaussian spatial profile that was centered at
the location of that RE cell and had a SD of 175 mm. The total
postsynaptic GABAA conductance on each RE cell was 2.25 mS in
wild-type networks (however, in wild-type networks the fraction of
activated receptors never exceeded 0.33, corresponding to an effective
maximum conductance of 0.75 mS). The GABAA conductance on each
RE cell was reduced by a factor of 0.31 in knock-out networks, corre-
sponding to the reduction in amplitude of evoked IPSCs in vitro (Hunts-
man et al., 1999). We verified that setting the total GABAA conductance
on each wild-type RE cell to values between 1.5 and 2.5 mS produced
results qualitatively similar to those reported here.

Initial conditions. Stimulation of corticothalamic fibers in internal cap-
sule activates RE cells and evokes oscillations in vitro. We modeled the
indirect activation of RE cells via stimulation of internal capsule two
ways. Both schemes assumed stimulation was strongest near the center of
the model slice. In the first scheme, a random set of RE cells were excited
above their burst thresholds. The probability that a given RE cell was
activated was a decreasing function of distance that had a Gaussian
spatial profile. In this scheme, RE cells were either activated or received
no initial input, and those RE cells that were activated began bursting at
essentially the same time. To study how RE cells might begin to burst at
different times, we sometimes used a second scheme in which the strength
of excitatory input to RE cells decreased with increasing distance from
the center of the model slice. To calculate the excitatory input to an RE
cell distance (d) from the center, we assumed that it received excitatory
synapses from 100 corticothalamic fibers. Each corticothalamic fiber was
activated with a probability of

e2
1

2p
~d/175 mm!2.

Computational methods. All simulations were run using Neuron (Hines
and Carnevale, 1997) at a temperature of 32°C and with a time step of 0.1
msec.

RESULTS
Our results are organized as follows. First we deduce possible
functions of intact intra-RE inhibition by comparing activity in
wild-type and knock-out networks. Then we describe mecha-
nisms by which intra-RE inhibition performs these functions. We
study how these functions depend on the strength, kinetics, and
spatial organization of intra-RE inhibition. Finally, we show that
intra-RE inhibition restricts the types of intrathalamic activity
that can sustain oscillations. Whenever possible, we compare our
results to those obtained in vitro (Huntsman et al., 1999). We refer
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to the in vitro preparation using the term “slice” and to our
simulations using the terms “network” or “model slice.”

Intra-RE inhibition shortens and desynchronizes
intrathalamic oscillations
Figure 1 depicts the activity of TC cells at two locations, ;500 mm
apart, in a wild-type slice (top lef t), knock-out slice (bottom lef t),
wild-type network (top right), and knock-out network (bottom
right). Oscillations were elicited in slices by stimulating cortico-
thalamic fibers in internal capsule, which then activate RE cells.
To model this initial stimulus, we excited a random subset of RE
cells above threshold at time 0. The probability of activation
reaches a maximum of 0.5 for RE cells at position zero (because
of the reflexive boundary conditions, position zero represents the
center of the model slice). The probability that an RE cell is
activated has a Gaussian spatial profile with a width of 125 mm.
After activation of RE cells, the model reproduces two experi-
mentally observed differences between activity after internal cap-
sule stimulation in wild-type slices and that in knock-out slices
(Huntsman et al., 1999). First, in the knock-out network, as in
vitro, interactions between RE and TC cells sustain an intratha-
lamic oscillation for the duration of the simulation (600 msec) via
a previously published cycle of events (von Krosigk et al., 1993;
Huguenard and Prince, 1994; Bal et al., 1995a,b; Kim et al., 1995;

Destexhe et al., 1996a; Golomb et al., 1996). In contrast, activity
in the wild-type network had a much shorter duration.

A second difference is that whereas the initial burst of TC cell
activity in knock-out networks is relatively synchronous, even
across large distances (Fig. 1, bottom right), in wild-type networks,
TC cell activity becomes progressively phase-lagged with increas-
ing distance from the center of the model slice (Fig. 1, top right).
To make the latter observation precise, we found the phase lag of
TC cell activity at various points along the model slice relative to
activity at the center of the model slice using cross-correllograms.
Cross-correllograms were computed using spike trains of TC
cells, which had been averaged over ten neighboring neurons and
several simulations with different random initial conditions. The
resulting phase lags for wild-type and knock-out networks are
plotted as functions of distance in Figure 2. In wild-type net-
works, phase lags increase with distance, reaching 29 msec at 500
mm, whereas phase lags in knock-out networks remain under 8
msec over the same distances.

The small phase lag in knock-out networks, which becomes
especially apparent on the third cycle, results from the fact that,
although intra-RE inhibition is much weaker in knock-out net-
works than in wild-type networks, it is not negligible. The re-
duced amplitude of IPSCs (31% of wild-type) was based on the
size of evoked IPSCs in RE cells. However, the low frequency of
spontaneous IPSCs suggest that the actual ratio might be closer
to 9% (Huntsman et al., 1999). When we simulated knock-out
networks using the latter ratio, the emergent phase gradient was
reduced but not abolished. In fact, there is a small emergent
phase gradient even in the absence of any intra-RE inhibition (see
Discussion).

Differences in the durations of the bursts of RE cells
affect the timing of TC cell activity
To explain why initial TC cell activity is highly synchronized in
knock-out networks but not in wild-type networks, we compared
the initial bursts of RE cells in wild-type and knock-out networks.
Figure 3 plots the GABAA conductances and membrane poten-
tials of two RE cells, one near the center, and the other toward
the periphery, of a wild-type network. As Figure 3 shows, the
bursts of RE cells are much shorter near the center of a wild-type

Figure 1. Intrathalamic oscillations are shorter and less synchronized in
wild-type slices and networks than in knock-out slices and networks. Each
of the four panels shows activity of TC cells at two locations that are
separated by ;500 mm. Top lef t, Paired multiunit recordings of TC cell
activity at two locations in a wild-type slice. In both recordings, activity is
short-lived. Furthermore, activity in the top recording is phase-lagged
relative to activity in the bottom recording. Top right, Times at which TC
cells spike at analogous locations in a wild-type network. To simulate a
multiunit recording, for each location, spike trains for 10 nearby TC cells
are shown. As observed in vitro, activity is short-lived, and activity in the
top train is phase-lagged relative to that in the bottom train. Bottom lef t,
Paired multiunit recordings of TC cell activity at two locations in a
knock-out slice. In both recordings, activity persists for several cycles.
Furthermore, the initial bursts of activity in the two recordings are almost
simultaneous, although subsequent cycles of activity become progres-
sively less synchronized. Bottom right, Times at which TC cells spike in a
knock-out network. As observed in vitro, the oscillation is relatively
long-lasting, and the initial bursts of activity are highly synchronized.

Figure 2. TC cell activity becomes progressively phase-lagged (relative
to TC cell activity at the center of the slice) with increasing distance from
the center of the model slice. These distance-dependent phase lags are
much larger in wild-type networks than in knock-out networks. Phase lags
were determined from cross-correllograms between spike trains of TC
cells. Cross-correllograms were computed using a bin size of 2 msec.
Spike trains had a duration of 600 msec and had been averaged over ten
neighboring neurons and several simulations with different random initial
conditions.
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network (Fig. 3B) than they are toward the periphery (Fig. 3C). In
contrast, the bursts of RE cells are uniformly long across knock-
out networks (data not shown). These observations can be ex-
plained as follows. Near the center of the model slice, the initial
stimulus activates many RE cells. This results in a central level of
intra-RE inhibition that is eventually strong enough to shunt
T-current of RE cells and hasten the end of their bursts. Thus, the
burst of the central RE cell ends early (Fig. 3B), when IPSC
conductance is relatively large (Fig. 3A, solid line). In contrast,
toward the periphery of wild-type slices, few RE cells are active,
so intra-RE inhibition is weak (Fig. 3A, dashed line). As a result,
the burst of the peripheral RE cell outlasts the burst of the central

RE cell (Fig. 3C). Note that the onset of burst shunting (;60
msec; Fig. 3B) occurs significantly later than the time when peak
IPSP conductance is attained (;15 msec; Fig. 3A). The shunt
occurs because the GABAA conductance persists while T channel
conductance decays. Peak T conductance occurs at ;10 msec and
has decayed by ;84% at 60 msec (data not shown), thus enabling
the IPSP to outweigh the intrinsic Ca21 conductance and thereby
truncate the response.

These different RE cell burst durations explain the differences
between phase lags in wild-type and knock-out slices. GABAA

currents in TC cells decay rapidly. As a result, there is a relatively
short latency between the end of bursts in presynaptic RE cells
and the beginning of the rebound burst in the corresponding
postsynaptic TC cells. Thus, the progressive lengthening of bursts
of the RE cells with increasing distance from the center of the
model slice produces a corresponding phase gradient in the time
of the rebound bursts of the TC cells. In contrast, nowhere within
knock-out networks is intra-RE inhibition strong enough to sig-
nificantly alter the duration of bursts of the RE cells. Thus, the
duration of bursts of RE cells is relatively uniform across a
knock-out network, and hence TC cell activity is synchronous
across large distances.

Residual intra-RE inhibition shunts return excitation in
RE cells
Figure 3 also helps to explain why activity has a much shorter
duration in wild-type networks than in knock-out networks. Re-
bound bursts in TC cells elicit EPSPs in the centrally located RE
cell, whose membrane potential is plotted in Figure 3B. However,
comparing the synaptic currents with the membrane potential
reveals that when the EPSPs arrive (Fig. 3B, arrow), many
GABAA channels are still open (Fig. 3A, arrow). As a result, the
EPSPs are shunted. Figure 3D shows how this shunting affects
another centrally located RE cell (one that is not activated on the
first cycle). In the knock-out network, the return EPSPs are
sufficient to elicit a burst in this RE cell. However, in the wild-
type network, the same RE cell fails to burst, because the EPSPs
have been shunted. Note that in Figure 3D, EPSPs arrive earlier
in the wild-type network than in the knock-out network. As
discussed above, this reflects the relatively strong intra-RE inhi-
bition in the wild-type network, which shortens the duration of
bursts of the RE cells, thus hastening the onset of rebound bursts
in TC cells.

Shunting inhibition does not significantly delay the
beginning of the bursts of RE cells
The preceding results elucidate one mechanism by which
intra-RE inhibition could produce phase gradients in thalamic
networks. Hereafter we will refer to this mechanism, in which
GABAA currents hasten the end of bursts of central RE cells, as
“late shunting.” However, additional mechanisms might also con-
tribute to intrathalamic phase differences. For example, suppose
that the strength of excitatory input to RE cells decreases with
increasing distance from the center of the model slice. Then
centrally located RE cells will burst before their more peripher-
ally located counterparts, because cells receiving stronger input
burst before those receiving weaker input. Because this mecha-
nism does not rely on intra-RE inhibition, we will refer to it as
“shunting-independent.” Finally there is a mechanism through
which intra-RE inhibition could amplify the shunting-independent
phase delays resulting from spatially graded RE cell input. By this
means, earlier-bursting, central RE cells inhibit later-bursting, pe-

Figure 3. In wild-type networks, intra-RE inhibition shortens the dura-
tion of bursts in centrally located RE cells and shunts subsequent excita-
tory input to RE cells. A, Time courses of the total inhibitory synaptic
currents plotted for RE cells at the center (solid line) and periphery
(dashed line) of the model slice. Note that there is significant residual
inhibition at the time when EPSPs recur in RE cells (arrow). B, Intra-RE
inhibition shortens the burst in this centrally located RE cell and shunts
subsequent EPSPs (arrow) in this cell. C, In the periphery, the level of
intra-RE inhibition is low, so this RE cell bursts for an extended duration.
D, Membrane potential of an RE cell in a knock-out network (solid line)
and the same RE cell in a wild-type network (dashed line). In the
wild-type network, intra-RE inhibition shunts EPSPs, preventing the RE
cell from bursting.
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ripheral RE cells. This inhibition could further delay the begin-
ning of bursts in those peripheral RE cells. The resulting phase
gradient would be greater than that produced by spatially graded
input alone. We refer to this mechanism as “early shunting.”
Figure 4 contrasts the proposed mechanisms of early and late
shunting.

In our previously described simulations, which showed that
intra-RE inhibition can produce phase gradients through late
shunting, RE neurons were excited above their burst thresholds at
precisely the same time. As a result, they implicitly excluded
phase differences that result from spatially graded input either
directly (via the shunting-independent mechanism) or indirectly
(via early shunting). Therefore, we performed additional simula-
tions of wild-type networks in which the strength of excitatory
input to RE cells decreased with increasing distance from the
center of the model slice, as described in Materials and Methods.
In these simulations all three of the mechanisms described above
could contribute to phase gradients. We will refer to this kind of
network, which includes wild-type intra-RE inhibition and spa-
tially graded input to RE cells, as “normal.”

To determine whether early shunting was a contributing factor,
we simulated two control networks. Each network had two prop-
erties that could be varied: the strength of intra-RE inhibition
(i.e., it could be either wild-type or knock-out) and the initial
condition (i.e., the pattern of RE cell activation). The first control
network had wild-type intra-RE inhibition. To determine the
initial condition for this network, we observed which RE cells
burst in response to spatially graded RE cell input in the normal
network. Then we activated that same population of RE cells, but
insured that those RE cells began bursting at the same time. As
a result, only late shunting (which hastens the end of bursts of

central RE cells) should contribute to phase lags in this network.
The second control network modeled a slice that lacked all
intra-RE connections but had spatially graded input to RE neu-
rons. Because this control network lacks intra-RE inhibition,
neither late nor early shunting should contribute to phase lags.
Thus, we can attribute phase gradients in the second control
network to the shunting-independent mechanism (in which spa-
tially graded RE cell input produces a gradient in the beginning
of bursts of RE cells). We varied the total GABAA conductance
on each RE cell between 0.25 and 2.25 mS. We used the phase
relationship per unit distance, obtained by linear regression, to
compare phase gradients as a function of synaptic GABAA con-
ductance in different types of networks.

Because different mechanisms produce phase gradients in each
of these three types of networks, we could determine whether
early shunting contributes significantly to the gradients by com-
paring these networks. The phase gradient in normal networks
was larger than the phase gradient in the late shunting only
network (Fig. 5, filled square vs open triangle). This suggests that
one of the other two mechanisms, either early shunting and/or the
shunting-independent mechanism augments the phase gradient in
the normal network. Note that phase gradients were relatively
large, even in the shunting-independent network, and that the
gradient in normal networks was always less than the sum of the
gradients in the two control networks (late shunting and
shunting-independent, Fig. 5). Thus, late shunting and the
shunting-independent mechanism can fully account for the phase

Figure 4. Mechanisms by which early and late shunting might produce
spatial phase gradients in RE cell activity. A, In early shunting, strong
input activates centrally located RE cells before peripherally located RE
cells. Shunting inhibition from the early bursting central RE cells might
then delay the beginning of bursts in peripheral RE cells. The filled circle
represents the active site of synaptic inhibition. For this mechanism,
inhibitory synapses between central RE cells are unimportant. B, In late
shunting, central and peripheral RE cells begin bursting at essentially the
same time. However, near the center of the network, more RE cells are
active, as a result the level of intra-RE inhibition is higher, and RE cell
bursts are thus shorter than at the periphery. For this mechanism, inhibi-
tory synapses from central RE cells to peripheral RE cells are unimportant.

Figure 5. A, Phase delays in wild-type networks (normal, solid line) are
larger than those in the either control network, but less than expected for
combined effect of the two controls. Control 1: late shunting only, Open
triangles and dashed line. Control 2: shunting-independent, Filled inverted
triangles and dotted line. Sum of controls, Open circles and stippled line. B,
We used linear regression to calculate phase gradients from the phase lag
as a function of distance. Here, regression lines are shown for phase lags
in one normal network, one control network with late-shunting only, and
another control network with shunting-independent mechanisms only.
For the normal network and first control network, gGABA 5 2.25 nS.
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gradient in the normal network. In contrast, if early shunting did
contribute to the phase gradient, we would have expected the
phase gradient in the normal network to be larger than the sum of
the phase gradients in the two control networks. These results
suggest that shunting during the initiation of RE cell bursts does
not contribute significantly to phase gradients.

Intra-RE inhibition can prevent, but not delay, RE
cell bursts
The observation that early shunting does not affect phase differ-
ences suggests that it does not significantly delay the beginning of
bursts of RE cells. To test this hypothesis directly, we compared
the times at which RE cells start bursting in a normal network to
those in the knock-out network. The times at which RE cells first
spike in two such networks are plotted in Figure 6 (RE cells in the
two networks receive the same spatially graded input). As Figure
6 shows, many more peripherally located RE cells burst in the
knock-out network than in the normal network. However, RE
cells that do burst in both networks begin to do so at essentially
the same time. Thus, intra-RE inhibition can affect the popula-
tion of RE cells that burst, but not the times of burst initiation.
For example, as the GABAA conductance on each RE cell in-
creased from 0.4 mS (approximately equal to the conductance in
knock-out networks) to 1.2 mS (approximately equal to the con-
ductance in wild-type networks), the fraction of RE cells acti-
vated by the initial stimulus steadily declined from 36 to 28% of
the total network. At the same time, relative burst times were
unaffected by alterations in intra-RE GABA conductance (data
not shown). These findings confirm that early shunting does not
contribute significantly to spatial gradients in TC cell activity, as
shown by Figure 5.

Sufficiently strong and long-lasting IPSCs truncate
intrathalamic oscillations
We studied whether both the large amplitude and slow decay of
intra-RE inhibition in wild-type networks are required to shorten
the duration of intrathalamic oscillations. Figure 7A shows the
duration of intrathalamic oscillations in a network as a function of
the total GABAA conductance on each RE cell and the time
constant with which intra-RE inhibition decays. The duration of
intrathalamic oscillations is shorter either when intra-RE syn-
apses are stronger or when they decay more slowly.

Phase gradients require sufficiently strong IPSCs
We also studied whether both the large amplitude and slow decay
of intra-RE inhibition are required for the phase gradients ob-
served in wild-type networks. Figure 7B shows the phase gradient
of TC cell activity as a function of the total GABAA conductance
on each RE cell and the time constant with which intra-RE
inhibition decays. In this case, the phase gradient depends pri-
marily on the strength of intra-RE inhibition and is largely
independent of the rate at which that inhibition decays.

Figure 6. Intra-RE inhibition during the initiation of bursts of RE cells
can affect which RE cells burst, but not the time at which bursting begins
for RE cells that do burst. A, The relative times at which RE cells begin
to burst are plotted for networks with (open circles) and without (crosses)
intra-RE inhibition. Both networks have the same spatially graded initial
input to RE cells. B, To show how intra-RE inhibition affects the popu-
lation of RE cells that do burst, the fraction of RE cells bursting is plotted
as a function of distance from the center of the model slice. In the network
with intra-RE inhibition (solid line), the boundary between RE cells that do
burst and those that do not is much closer to the center of the model slice
than in the network without any intra-RE inhibition (dashed line).

Figure 7. Strength and duration of intra-RE inhibition determine the
duration and synchrony of intrathalamic oscillations. A, Contour plot of
the duration of intrathalamic oscillation as a function of the strength and
duration of IPSCs in RE cells. The duration was defined as the time of the
last TC cell spike. Increases in either the strength or the duration of
IPSCs in RE cells shorten the duration of intrathalamic oscillations. B,
Contour plot of the phase gradient of intrathalamic oscillation as a
function of the strength and duration of IPSCs in RE cells. The phase
gradient increases with increasing IPSC strength, but is less sensitive to
changes in IPSC duration. The minimum phase gradient occurs in the
bottom lef t corner, where normalized IPSC duration and strength are both
minimal. Maximal phase gradients occur in the top right region, where
normalized IPSC durations are 1 or larger, and normalized IPSC strength
is maximal. In both A and B, IPSC strength refers to the GABAA
conductance on each RE cell and is normalized so that 1 represents the
conductance in wild-type networks. Similarly, IPSC duration, which re-
fers to the time constant with which GABAA IPSCs decay in RE cells, is
normalized so that 1 represents the wild-type decay time constant. Each
value plotted in A or B was averaged over eight simulations from different
random initial conditions.
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For example, when intra-RE synaptic currents have large am-
plitudes (similar to wild-type synapses) but decay rapidly (similar
to knock-out synapses), phase lags are almost as large (48 msec/
mm) as large as those in true wild-type networks. In contrast,
when intra-RE synaptic currents have small amplitudes (similar
to knock-out synapses) but decay slowly (similar to wild-type
synapses), phase lags are very similar to those in true knock-out
networks (16 msec/mm). In the former case, strong but short-
lived intra-RE synaptic currents are powerful enough to hasten
the end of bursts, but decay quickly and hence fail to shunt
subsequent excitatory input. In the latter case, weak but long-
lasting intra-RE synaptic currents are insufficient to either hasten
the end the end of bursts of RE cells or shunt subsequent
excitatory input. Thus, the relatively large amplitude of wild-type
intra-RE IPSCs is important for both generating phase lags and
abbreviating the oscillation, whereas the long durations of wild-
type intra-RE IPSCs are primarily important for abbreviating the
oscillation.

Only some spatial patterns of intra-RE connections
truncate and desynchronize oscillations
So far, we have assumed that intra-RE connections are local and
extend over a radius of a few hundred micrometers. By local, we
mean that the strength of a synapse between two RE cells
decreases monotonically as the distance between them increases.
To study how the spatial organization of intra-RE connections
influences the truncation and desynchronization of intrathalamic
oscillations, we simulated networks with two alternative schemes
of intra-RE connectivity. In the first scheme, strengths of connec-
tions from an RE cell had a Gaussian spatial profile that was
centered at the location of that cell and had a SD of 10 mm, so that
each RE cell only inhibited itself and its nearest neighbors. Figure
8A plots the times at which TC cells spike in this network after
the random initial activation of RE cells. As in other wild-type
networks (Fig. 1, top right), oscillatory activity in this network
does not last long, because RE cell activation produces intra-RE
inhibition that prevents subsequent return excitation from elicit-
ing RE cell bursts. However, in this network, unlike other wild-
type networks, the activity of TC cells does not become strongly
phase-lagged with increasing distance from the center of the
model slice (16 mm/msec phase gradient). In this network, when-
ever any RE cell burst, it inhibited itself strongly, shortening the
duration of its burst. As a result, the durations of bursts of RE
cells at the center of the model slice were not significantly shorter
than at the periphery.

In the second scheme, only RE cells that were at least 87.5 mm
apart were connected, and the strength of a connection between
RE cells that were distance d apart was proportional to e2(d/350 mm)2.
As a result, there was a “hole” in the intranuclear arborization of
each RE cell. Figure 8B plots the times at which TC cells spike in
this network after the random initial activation of RE cells.
Because intra-RE connections in this network are nonlocal, RE
cells did not receive inhibition from themselves or their neigh-
bors. Thus, there was no simple spatial gradient in either the
duration of bursts of RE cells or in the timing of TC cell activity.
In further contrast to activity in other wild-type networks (Fig. 1,
top right), the hole in the intranuclear arborization allowed the
network to sustain oscillations for several cycles in a small set of
neighboring RE and TC cells. The spatial extent of this relatively
long-lasting oscillation was similar to the diameter of the hole in
intranuclear connectivity.

Comparison of Figures 1B, and 8, A and B, suggests that RE

cells must inhibit their neighbors to shorten the duration of
intrathalamic oscillations. Furthermore, spatial phase gradients
were not obtained with either very localized intra-RE connec-
tions or with intra-RE connections that extend over large dis-
tances, but fail to contact nearby RE cells. This suggests that
intra-RE connections that contact nearby RE cells and also ex-
tend over large distances are required to produce the phase
differences observed in vitro.

Intra-RE inhibition allows particular spatial patterns of
oscillatory intrathalamic activity
The preceding results raise the possibility that intra-RE inhibition
simply prevents any sustained intrathalamic activity. However,
activation of RE cells within a focal region can elicit multiple
cycles of TC and RE cell activity even in wild-type networks.
Figure 9A shows one such example. In this case, the probability of
activation as a function of distance from the center of the model
slice had a narrow Gaussian profile. The maximum probability
was 0.5, and the width of the Gaussian was 12.5 mm. Unlike
sustained oscillations in a knock-out network (Fig. 1, bottom
right), sustained activity elicited by focal activation of RE cells in
the wild-type network remained confined to the center of the
model slice. And unlike activity that follows widespread activa-
tion of RE cells in wild-type networks (Fig. 1, top right), activity
elicited by focal activation of RE cells is relatively synchronous.
The activity shown in Figure 9A resembles focal, sustained in-
trathalamic oscillations occasionally observed in some wild-type
slices (Huntsman and Huguenard, unpublished data). Synchro-
nous activation of a small fraction of RE cells across the entire
network resulted in only a weak, abortive oscillation (data not
shown).

Figure 8. Only certain patterns of intra-RE connectivity can shorten and
desynchronize intrathalamic oscillations. A, The times at which TC cells
spike after activation of RE cells in a network with very focal intra-RE
inhibition. In this network, intra-RE inhibition does not produce a sig-
nificant spatial gradient in the timing of TC cell activity. However,
intra-RE inhibition is somewhat effective in shortening the duration of
activity, because relatively few TC cells spike on the second and third
cycles of activity. B, The times at which TC cells spike after activation of
RE cells in a network with nonlocal intra-RE inhibition. Intra-RE inhi-
bition fails to either shorten or desynchronize the intrathalamic oscillation
in this network.
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We studied how the duration of intrathalamic oscillations de-
pends on the spatial width of the initial stimulus. As described in
the Materials and Methods, the probability that an RE cell was
activated was a function of distance that was shaped like a
Gaussian. Thus, the width of this Gaussian corresponds to the
spatial extent of the initial stimulus. For each width, we simulated
activity starting from eight random initial conditions. The dura-
tion of each resulting oscillation is plotted versus width in Figure
9B. For widths ,50 mm, oscillations often lasted four or five
cycles, whereas when the width was 125 mm, oscillations usually
lasted only one or two cycles.

We hypothesized that activation of RE cells within a restricted
region sometimes leads to multiple cycles of activity because only
a fraction of inhibitory inputs of an RE cell are activated. For
example, the peak GABAA conductance activated in the RE cell
at the center of the network depicted in Figure 9A is only 60% of
the peak conductance in the RE cell at the center of the network
depicted in Figure 3. To test this hypothesis, we again simulated
activity elicited by initial stimuli of variable widths. These simu-
lations were done for networks in which the strengths of intra-RE
connections originating from one cell had a Gaussian spatial
profile that was centered at that cell and had a width of just 50
mm. Thus, even the smallest initial stimuli activated a significant
fraction of the inhibitory inputs to each active RE cell. Figure 9C
shows that as a result, oscillations in this network had a short
duration regardless of the width of the initial stimulus. We con-
clude that when most of the RE cells that are presynaptic to an
active RE cell are themselves active, then the duration of an
intrathalamic oscillation is consistently abbreviated.

As noted above and shown in Figure 9A, oscillatory activity
elicited by focal stimulation did not propagate along the model
slice. This contrasts with earlier models of intrathalamic oscilla-
tions (Destexhe et al., 1996a; Golomb et al., 1996; Sohal and
Huguenard, 1998). We hypothesized that the relatively strong
intra-RE inhibition present in our simulations of wild-type slices
prevented oscillatory activity from propagating. To test this hy-
pothesis, we simulated activity in knock-out slices (i.e., with
attenuated intra-RE inhibition) and model slices in which
intra-RE inhibition was completely absent. In the former case,
focal stimuli elicited oscillations that propagated outwards along
the model slice for two to three cycles, before dying out. In the
latter case, oscillations propagated across the full extent of the
model slice. This shows that even relatively weak intra-RE inhi-
bition can limit the propagation of intrathalamic oscillations.

Sensitivity to parameters
Figure 7 shows that intra-RE inhibition can shorten the duration
of oscillations and produce phase gradients over a wide range of
parameters. We also studied whether spatial gradients depended
on a particular duration of RE cell bursts. To do this we reduced
T-current permeability in RE cells by as much as 50%. We found
that after such manipulations, the duration of and number of
spikes per RE cell burst dropped significantly, and yet bursts of
RE cells were still much longer at the periphery than near the
center of wild-type networks. For example, when T-current per-
meability in RE cells was reduced by one-half, the maximum
number of spikes per burst in peripheral RE cells dropped from
26 to 16, and yet TC cell activity 500 mm from the center of the
network still lagged that at the center by 28 msec. Finally, we
computed phase gradients using different spatial profiles of RE
cell input in wild-type networks with spatially graded input,
late-shunting-only networks, and shunting-independent-only net-
works. For each profile of RE cell input, we verified that early
shunting does not contribute significantly to the phase gradient.

DISCUSSION
Using a computational model based on intracellular measure-
ments of synaptic currents in thalamic slices from wild-type
(b3

1/1) and knock-out (b3
2/2) mice (Huntsman et al., 1999), we

evaluated one mechanism by which intra-RE inhibition shortens
the duration of intrathalamic activity and two mechanisms by
which intra-RE inhibition might desynchronize such activity. We
examined how these mechanisms depend on the strength, kinet-

Figure 9. Wild-type thalamic networks can sustain focal patterns of
activity. A, The times at which TC cells spike in a wild-type network are
shown after activation of many RE cells within a relatively narrow region
of the network. Note that this sustained activity remains confined to a
relatively narrow region of the network and is nearly simultaneous across
that region. B, More focal stimuli can elicit longer-lasting oscillations. The
durations of oscillations are plotted versus the width of the initial stimu-
lus. The asterisk represents the duration of the oscillation depicted in A.
Eight simulations, each from different random initial conditions, were
performed for each width. The dashed line, resulting from linear regres-
sion on these data, shows that the duration of oscillations tends to
decrease as the width of the initial stimulus increases (r 5 20.52; p ,
0.0001). C, Durations of oscillations in a network with very focal intra-RE
connectivity. In contrast to B, the duration of oscillations is not signifi-
cantly related to the width of the initial stimulus (r 5 0.15; p . 0.1).
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ics, and spatial organization of intra-RE inhibition. Finally, we
studied how these mechanisms are effective at restricting sus-
tained intrathalamic oscillations in wild-type networks to partic-
ular spatial patterns. We found that: (1) Intra-RE inhibition
produces a spatial gradient in the durations of bursts of RE cells
through late shunting. After an initial condition that activates
more RE cells at the center of the model slice than at its
periphery, bursts of RE cells are shorter near the center, where
the level of intra-RE inhibition is high, than at the periphery. As
a result, TC cell activity is correspondingly phase-lagged. This
mechanism, late shunting, requires that connections between RE
cells be local and extensive and that GABAA currents in RE cells
be strong but not necessarily long-lasting. (2) Early shunting of
input to RE cells by intra-RE inhibition does not significantly
affect the time at which RE cells begin to burst. (3) Residual
intra-RE inhibition after a cycle of activity can shunt subsequent
EPSCs in RE cells, preventing large-scale sustained intrathalamic
oscillations. Such shunting requires that RE cells inhibit their
neighbors (i.e., that intra-RE connectivity is “local”) and that
GABAA currents in RE cells are sufficiently strong and long-
lasting. (4) Stimuli that activate RE cells in a region that is small
relative to the width of intra-RE connections can elicit sustained
oscillations. Such activity remains localized and synchronous.

Relationship to experimental results
Observation 1 reproduces the in vitro finding that TC cell activity
exhibits spatial phase gradients (Huntsman et al., 1999). Previous
in vitro work also found gradients in TC cell activity (Kim et al.,
1995). In that study, oscillations propagated along thalamic slices,
and phase lags increased in the direction of propagation. This is
consistent with our finding that phase lags increase with increas-
ing distance from the center of stimulation. Furthermore, phase
lags in vitro were largely abolished by the GABAA antagonist
bicuculline (Kim et al., 1995), consistent with the GABAA

current-dependent mechanism we have described. The robust
temporal interaction between the burst-inducing intrinsic mech-
anism (T-type calcium channels) and burst-terminating synaptic
mechanism (intra-RE inhibition; Fig. 3) leads to dynamic regu-
lation of thalamic and presumably thalamocortical network
activity.

One difference between phase gradients in simulations and
those in vitro is that gradients in wild-type networks are some-
what smaller than those in wild-type slices. For example, activity
at the center of the oscillation leads activity that is 500 mm away
by 29 msec in simulations but by ;70 msec in vitro. There are
several explanations for this. First, the variability of in vitro phase
differences is relatively large at 500 mm (Fig. 3D; Huntsman et al.,
1999). At smaller distances, e.g., 300 mm, in which the variability
of in vitro phase differences is much smaller, simulation results are
much closer to those in vitro. Second, simulations are based on
spatial scales of connectivity measured in rats, whereas the in vitro
experiments were done in mice. Thus, phase differences mea-
sured at distances of 500 mm in simulations should perhaps be
compared to phase differences measured at distances ,500 mm in
thalamic slices taken from mice.

Observation 3 reproduces and explains the in vitro finding that
oscillatory activity lasts much longer in slices taken from knock-
out mice than in those from wild-type mice. It might also help to
explain why oscillations last longer in thalamic slices from ferrets
(von Krosigk et al., 1993; Bal et al., 1995a,b) than in those from
rats (Huguenard and Prince, 1994a) or wild-type mice (Hunts-
man et al., 1999). This difference might reflect the fact that, in

ferrets, the mechanism described above for terminating oscilla-
tions, is attenuated. For example, in ferrets, GABAA currents in
RE cells might be weaker or decay more quickly.

Our findings might also may relate to the biophysical observa-
tion that postsynaptic GABAA currents last much longer in RE
cells than they do in TC cells (tdecay 5 75.8 msec in wild-type RE
cells but only 8.2 msec in wild-type TC cells, Huntsman et al.,
1999; see also Zhang et al., 1997). As Figure 7 shows, in our
simulations, long-lasting GABAA currents in RE cells were re-
quired to shorten the duration of intrathalamic oscillations.
Moreover, for any particular strength of intra-RE inhibition,
slowing the decay time constant beyond 75.8 msec did not yield
significant further shortening. Thus, the duration of GABAA

currents in RE cells may be in some sense “optimal” for prevent-
ing sustained, widespread intrathalamic activity.

Limitations of the model
In knock-out networks, TC cell activity at different locations
eventually becomes desynchronized. As shown in Figure 1, sim-
ilar phase differences can emerge in knock-out slices, but this is
not always the case (Huntsman et al., 1999). As noted in Results,
some phase differences persist even in the absence of any
intra-RE inhibition. These residual differences result because on
late cycles of activity, bursts of RE cells are shorter near the
center of the network than toward the periphery. These spatial
differences in burst durations presumably reflect differences in
T-current inactivation, which in turn reflect the initial condition
that activates more RE cells near the center of the network than
toward the periphery. Further work may reveal whether this can
be avoided using RE cell models that are more accurate than the
single-compartment model used in this and other studies (Des-
texhe et al., 1996a,b; Bazhenov et al., 1998a; Destexhe, 1998;
Sohal and Huguenard, 1998).

Implications for thalamocortical oscillations
These results suggest many functions for intra-RE inhibition
during thalamocortical oscillations. First, intra-RE inhibition
could prevent hypersynchronous oscillatory activity characteristic
of some epilepsies. Earlier modeling studies have suggested a
critical role for prolonged RE cell bursts during spike and wave
seizures (Destexhe, 1998). We have shown that intra-RE inhibi-
tion could shorten bursts of RE cells (Fig. 2) and/or shunt
subsequent excitatory input to RE cells, preventing them from
bursting (Fig. 3). Phase gradients in TC cell activity caused by
intra-RE inhibition might also prevent effective temporal summa-
tion of TC cell input to cortical pyramidal cells.

Second, intra-RE inhibition may restrict thalamocortical activ-
ity to particular spatiotemporal patterns. We found, somewhat
surprisingly, that smaller stimuli elicited longer-lasting responses
than did larger stimuli. In this way, intra-RE inhibition could
prevent broad, synchronous patterns of activity while permitting
patterns that are focal (i.e., have many active neurons within a
narrow region). For example in Figure 9A, the region of activity
is smaller than the radius of intra-RE inhibition, so that the
resulting intra-RE inhibition is weak enough for activity to per-
sist. As mentioned in Results, intra-RE inhibition also does not
preclude diffuse oscillations. It is interesting to speculate that
cortical feedback (Steriade and Contreras, 1998) might reinforce
such activity, which is otherwise quite weak.

Restricting thalamocortical activity to particular spatiotempo-
ral patterns may have important functional roles besides prevent-
ing broad, synchronous epileptiform activity. For example, activ-
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ity patterns that activate all thalamic neurons encode no
information. In contrast, selective activation of either small sub-
populations of thalamic neurons or of a few, widely distributed
thalamic neurons could allow the cortex to sample the space of
possible thalamic inputs. In this manner, spindle oscillations could
activate cortex as part of memory consolidation or refinement
during sleep (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994).

Relationship to previous models
In previous simulations of intrathalamic (Bazhenov et al., 1998a)
and corticothalamic (Bazhenov et al., 1998b; Destexhe, 1998)
oscillations, most thalamic neurons fire in phase with each other.
By contrast, Figures 1 and 3 show how broad RE cell activity
produces intra-RE inhibition, which shunts subsequent excitatory
input to RE cells. This suggests that during synchronized in-
trathalamic or corticothalamic oscillations, activity may be re-
stricted to either focal regions or a small fraction of widely
distributed neurons. This may not have been observed in previous
simulations of intrathalamic activity (Destexhe et al., 1996b;
Golomb et al., 1996; Bazhenov et al., 1998a) because intra-RE
inhibition in those models was significantly weaker and more
rapidly decaying than in our model.

Predictions
We predict that stimulation of internal capsule should activate
many RE cells in one particular region of the thalamic slice
(hereafter referred to as the “center” of the slice) and activate
fewer RE cells with increasing distance from the center. Because
of resulting differences in the amount of intra-RE inhibition, in
the central region, stimulus-evoked RE cell bursts should be
shorter than at the periphery. If RE cells receive excitatory input
from TC cells to which they project (Huguenard and Prince,
1994a; Bal et al., 1995b), then these differences in burst duration
should produce corresponding differences in the timing of subse-
quent activity. GABAA antagonists should abolish these differ-
ences, producing uniformly long bursts across wild-type slices. In
contrast, bursts of RE cells should be relatively long across the
extent of b3 knock-out slices.

APPENDIX A: PARAMETERS OF INTRINSIC
CURRENTS
As in earlier studies (Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952; Huguenard and
McCormick, 1992), we assumed that each intrinsic current was
composed of many equivalent ion channels, each channel was
comprised of at least one gate, and all of the gates comprising an
individual channel must be open for the channel to conduct
current. This leads to the same generic formalism for all voltage-
dependent intrinsic currents:

ĝ 5 mMhN, (A1)

where ĝ is the conductance or permeability of the current as a
fraction of its maximum conductance or permeability.

We used Ohm’s law to calculate non-Ca21 currents, i.e.:

I 5 gmax ĝ~Vm 2 Eeq!, (A2)

where Vm is the membrane potential and gmax and Eeq are the
maximum conductance and equilibrium potential of the current,
respectively. For the low-threshold Ca21 currents IT and ITs we
used the constant field equation:

I 5 ĝPz2
Vm F2

RT
@Ca21#i 2 @Ca21#o e2zFVm/ RT

1 2 e2zFVm/ RT , (A3)

where P is the maximum permeability, z is 2 (the valence of
Ca21), [Ca21]i 5 240 nM and [Ca21]o 5 2 mM are the concen-
tration of Ca21 inside and outside of the cell, respectively, F is
Faraday’s constant, and R is the universal gas constant.

The kinetics of INa and IK were taken from Traub and Miles
(1991), and the maximum conductances were adjusted to give
action potentials of realistic height and duration.

To model IT in TC cells, we used the two variable (m2h) kinetic
scheme of Huguenard and McCormick (1992), in which all rate
constants were temperature-corrected using a Q10 5 2.5. We set
the maximum permeability of the T-current, PT, to 40 3 1029

cm3/sec (at 37°C). This permeability falls within the range of
values observed in intact cells (McCormick and Huguenard,
1992).

We modeled Ih in TC cells using the single-variable (m) kinetic
scheme of Huguenard and McCormick (1992), in which all rate
constants were temperature-corrected using a Q10 5 3. We set the
maximum h-current conductance to 20 mS/cm2. This was the
same value used in a previous model (Destexhe et al., 1996a) and
was sufficient to produce characteristic oscillations in isolated TC
cells (data not shown; see McCormick and Huguenard, 1992).
As in previous simulations (Huguenard and McCormick, 1992;
McCormick and Huguenard, 1992; Destexhe et al., 1996a) the
h-current equilibrium potential was 240 mV.

TC cells had a leak conductance of 24 mS/cm2, corresponding
to an input resistance of ;140 MV, characteristic of TC cells in
a deafferented slice. The Eleak of each TC cell was drawn from a
normal distribution with a mean of 265 mV and SD of 2 mV. We
used a distribution of Eleak values, to approximate the variation of
cellular excitability in vitro and eliminate spurious results that
might have been produced by nonphysiological symmetry in the
network.

We modeled ITs in RE cells using a two-variable (m2h) kinetic
scheme developed earlier (Destexhe et al., 1996b) and
temperature-corrected all rate constants using Q10 5 2.5. The
maximum permeability of ITs, 1.0 3 1027 cm3/sec (at 37°C), was
set so that the amount of T-current at rest was similar to that in
previous studies (Destexhe et al., 1996b).

RE cells had a leak conductance of 25 mS/cm2. We found that
a leak current equilibrium potential of 285 mV in an RE cell was
sufficiently hyperpolarized that ITs would deinactivate between
bursts, and the cell would not burst spontaneously. Therefore, the
Eleak of each RE cell was drawn from a normal distribution with
a mean of 285 mV and SD of 2 mV. Whereas these may be more
hyperpolarized than the values observed in vitro (Destexhe et al.,
1996b), they are similar those used in previous modeling studies
(Destexhe et al., 1996a,b; Sohal and Huguenard, 1998).
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